MORE SAFETY & EFFICIENCY
WITH HIGHLY PRECISE WEATHER DATA
YOUR CHALLENGES

ON-SITE HEALTH AND SAFETY

ON-SITE HEALTH AND SAFETY

STRICTER LIABILITY REGULATIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS DOCUMENTATION

EFFICIENT DEPLOYMENT OF STAFF, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

OUR FEATURES

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY WEATHER COCKPIT®

- Highly accurate live weather information and forecasts
- Overview of current & future weather conditions in real time
- Intuitive weather application
- Visualization of weather events on high-precision maps
- High data quality through integration of weather radar, satellite and lightning measurement
- Lightning detection network

ALERTS AND ADVISORIES

- Weather-related alerts when parameter thresholds are exceeded (e.g. wind, temperature,..)
- Ability to individually define thresholds and parameter
- Consistent alert system for all sites
OUR FEATURES

MANAGE THE WEATHER
- Planning calendar overview
- Set parameter, rules and limits for working conditions
- Easy site selection and user management

DOCUMENT THE WEATHER
- Integration of data into company-specific software
- Documentation of weather as an integral part of the construction solution
- Archive of weather conditions detected on construction sites
- Save, send and print reports

YOUR BENEFITS

ENHANCE SAFETY
- Anticipate weather risks
- Take timely precautions
- Prevent personal and material damage

INCREASE EFFICIENCY
- Plan tasks in line with weather conditions
- Fast and efficient decision making
- Better decision base for optimum staff and material allocation
- Reduce costs by efficient use of material and personnel
- Minimize interruptions at work
- Facilitate site documentation
- Make it easier to provide evidence on weather conditions to constructor

IMPROVE COMMUNICATION
- Inform personnel via smartphone
- Fast and efficient communication
- Easily inform employees by smartphone
ABOUT UBIMET

UBIMET is the leading weather service provider for the construction business and one-stop shop for high-quality data, a proprietary lightning detection network, weather alerts and tailor-made meteorological solutions. The founder-led company with offices on three continents stands for reliable, highly precise weather information and digital information services for weather-dependent companies. As a global innovation leader, top insurers and energy providers, infrastructure operators, media and sports companies to champions of the new economy place their trust in us. UBIMET offers high-quality meteorological data, forecasts and warnings which enable weather dependent industries around the globe to increase safety and efficiency.

www.ubimet.com
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UBIMET GmbH
ARES Tower
Donau-City-Straße 11
1220 Vienna
AUSTRIA
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AUSTRALIA
UBIMET Pty Ltd
Level 20, 350 Queen Street
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UBIMET Deutschland GmbH
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76131 Karlsruhe
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